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We study the direct and inverse sum of order p of a family {A, : w ~a} of sets 
in some finite dimensional linear space. The discrete case D = { 1, 2) has heen 
studied in a previous work of the author. In the present paper the indexing set 52 
is infinite. Applications to the theory of electrical synthesis and to the theory of 
nonsmooth convex functions are considered. 0 1952 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In studying the series and parallel connection of two resistors in an elec- 
trical network, Erickson [l] was led to introduce a couple of dual opera- 
tions called series and parallel addition. The connection of infinitely many 
resistors (R w : w E 8) leads to the continuous version of these operations. 
Mazure [11] notices that the series and parallel sum of the resistors 
@ w : w E Q} can be defined in terms of the continuous sum and continuous 
inf-convolution of an associated family { qw : w E Q} of nonnegative quad- 
ratic forms. In this paper it is shown that the series and parallel sum of 
{R w : w E 52) can also be defined in terms of operations performed on an 
associated family (A w : w E Jz} of ellipsoids. These operations are called 
here direct and inverse addition of order 2. They are particular cases of the 
so-called direct and inverse addition of order p E [ 1, co]. 
In this paper we study the direct and inverse sum of order p of a more 
general family {A w : w E B 1 of sets in a finite dimensional inear space H. 
Only recently the author has noticed that, under suitable assumptions, 
these sums coincide with Firey’s pth power means for a family of convex 
bodies. The approach and terminology of Firey [2] is however very 
different from ours. 
This paper can be viewed as a continuation of a previous work of the 
author [17], where the discrete case L2 = { 1,2} is considered. The 
attention is focused now on the case where 52 is an infinite set of indices. 
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DIRECT AND INVERSE ADDITION 31 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the main tools and concepts 
of convex analysis (support function, polar set, Fenchel conjugate, sub- 
differential, etc.). The notation that we use is for the most part standard 
and follows that which is given in Rockafellar’s book [ 13 J. 
2. THE DIRECT SUM 
Let (52, A, FL) be a finite positive measure space with A a p-complete 
o-field of subsets of 0. Let (., .) denote the Euclidean product in the finite 
dimensional inear space H= [w”. Throughout this paper it is assumed that 
each A, c H is a closed convex set containing the origin OE H. For 
convenience we write 
and identify the family {A,V :w E Q} with the multifunction 
A :Q+K(H) 
w-A(w) :=A... 
In this way the notation is considerably simplified. For instance, the 
“sum” of the family (A,, : WE Q} becomes simply the “integral” of the 
multifunction A : 
Several approaches to integration of multifunctions can be found in the 
literature. Recall here one which is based on the concept of support 
function 
x E HH $4&z) := Sup(u, x) 
LltG 
associated to a set GE K(H). If A is scalarly measurable, i.e., 
w E Q ++ $AtC,,,,(x) is measurable VXE H, 
then the function 
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is well defined and enjoys the following properties: 
it is sublinear (i.e., convex and positively homogeneous), 
it is 1.~4.~. (i.e., lower-semicontinuous), 
it is nonnegative (i.e., takes values on [O, co J), 
it vanishes at the origin 0 E H. 
(2.2) 
In other words, (2.1) is the support function of a unique set in K(H), 
namely 
The same approach can be used in order to define the set denoted 
j-~A&=[)4Jd4 
and called the direct sum of order PE Cl, co] of the family (A, : WESZ}. 
Let us start then by writing 
{In Ctk&v,(W’ 44~))“p if PE CL “o[: 
ess. sup{ t&,,(x) : w E B 1 if p=oo. 
The “essential” here refers of course to the measure p. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A: C2 -+ K(H) be a scalarly measurable multifunction. 
Then, for all p E [ 1, cc 1, the function 
XEHH 
D 
p** a(w) 44w) (xl 1 (2.3) R 
is well defined and has the properties mentioned in (2.2). 
Proof: It is trivial to prove that (2.3) is a nonnegative function vanishing 
at 0. The sublinearity of (2.3) follows from the equality 
Restricted to (a: Q + LO, co] : a is measurable} the norm lJ-/, is of course 
given by 
IMP = { 
(so Ca(w)Y’ 44w))1’p if PE [L o3C 
ess. sup{a(w) : WEQ) if p=co. 
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The lower-semicontinuity of (2.3) follows from Fatou’s lemma in the case 
p E [ 1, KI [ and from the definition of an essential supremum in the case 
p=co. a 
The function mentioned in Lemma 2.1 is therefore the support function 
of a unique set in K(H), namely the set introduced in the following 
definition: 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A : Q -+ K(H) be a scalarly measurable multi- 
function. Then the direct sum of order p E [ 1, 03 ] of the family 
{A,+ :WEQ) is the set 
3. THE INVERSE SUM 
Another way to combine the support functions { $1;(,,,, : w E s2) is to form 
their continuous inf-convolution, which is defined by 
HereE:L,-+Hisgivenby 
EY := 
j Y(w) 44w) R 
and L, is the space of functions in 
M(O; H) := { Y: 52 -+ H : Y is measurable} 
which are p-integrable, i.e., 
L1 = 
i 
YE M(Q, H) : j 11 Y(w)\1 d/i(w) < og . 
n I 
The integral appearing in (3.1) is well-defined only if some measurabifity 
assumptions are made beforehand, like for instance 
w E Q H tj&,l( Y(w)) is measurable VYE M(i2; H). (3.2) 
At this point it is convenient to assume that A: 64 + K(H) is a measurable 
multifunction (cf. Rockafellar [12, p. 51). This allows us in particular to 
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guarantee the condition (3.2) and settle other measurability questions 
appearing later on. 
It is not diflicult to prove that the function 
XEHH !a, 44w) (x) 
I 
is sublinear nonnegative and vanishes at 0 E H. In the next lemma it is 
shown that these properties are enjoyed also by the more general con- 
tinuous inf-convolution 
1 (x)=Inf{JP,(Y): YEL,,EY=x} QXE H, 
where the functional JpA: L, + [0, co] is given by 
{Jo Cll/l;c,,(Y(~))l~~cl(~)}“~ if PE CL 4 
ess. sup{$&,,(Y(w)) : w~s2j if p=co. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A : 52 -+ K(H) be a measurable multifunction. Then, for 
all p E [ 1, 001, the function 
x~Hw t&, 44w) (x) 1 (3.3) 
is well defined. Moreover, it is a sublinear nonnegative function vanishing at 
OEH. 
Proo$ It is trivial to prove that (3.3) is a nonnegative function vanising 
at 0. The sublinearity of (3.3) follows from the fact that this function is the 
image of Js under the linear operator E: L, + H. It suffices then to notice 
that J; : L, + [O, co] is a sublinear functional. m 
The function mentioned in Lemma 3.1 is not necessarily I.s.c. and 
therefore it is not necessarily a support function. Anyway, one can always 
define :
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A: Q -+ K(H) be a measurable multifunction. Then 
the inverse sum of order p E [l, 00) of the family (A, : w E Sz} is the set 
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The support function associated with the set 
p + A dPEK(H) n 
does not coincide necessarily with the function mentioned in Lemma 3.1. 
It coincides rather with its closure (or lower-semicontinuous hull) 
The inverse addition of order 1 turns to be a well-known operation. 
Recall that the continuous intersection of the family {A, : w E Q 1 is defined 
as 
!b Adp:={uEH:uoA,for a.e. wfzQ), R 
where a.e. means almost everywhere with respect o the measure flu. 
~OPOS~ION 3.3. Let A: B + K(H) be a measurable multifunction. Then 
Proof. At once from Definition 3.2 it follows that 
UE + R AhoSuj:{(u,x)-[~*~:,,,d~(w)](r)}LO 
-L+ 1 
* n %v, 4(w) (u) GO. 
But the Fenchel conjugate 
uEH++g*(u)=Sup{+,x)-g(x)} 
XIZH 
of the function g = r$~~ $* “(,,,) dp(w) is given by (cf. [S, p. 3441) 
where 
cl/,4cw,(u) := (“m 
Hence u E C& A dp ou~A(w) for a.e. WEC?. 1 
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4. DUALITY BETWEEN DIRECT AND INVERSE ADDITION 
It was mentioned before that the direct and inverse addition can be 
viewed as a couple of dual operations. We justify now this statement in 
terms of the polarity correspondence 
GEK(H)MG’:= { xEH:rC/;(x)<l)EK(H). 
Let A : Q + K(H) and A’: 52 -+ K(H) be the multifunctions associated with 
the families {A ,:w~sZ} and {At: w~S2}, respectively. One has then by 
definition 
AO(w) := [A(w VWEi-2. 
One can introduce in a similar way the multifunction A”(). Since G H Go is 
an involution on the class K(H), one has clearly A@-’ = A. The purpose of 
the next theorem is to exhibit a duality relationship existing between the 
direct addition of order p and the inverse addition of order q. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A: Q + K(H) be a measurable multifunction and p, 
qE]l, co[ two numbers such that p-l+q-‘= 1. Then 
(4-l) 
and 
[+; Adpl”=j-1 A’d,u. (4.2) 
ProoJ First of all notice that if A : Q + K(H) is measurable, then 
A’: Sz + K(H) is also measurable. Hence, the sets appearing in (4.1) and 
(4.2) are all of them well-defined. For notational convenience let us denote 
the support function of G E K(H) either by $z or by $* [ a; G]. We have 
then 
[m’Adpr={x.H:+*[x; j-L Ad+j 
1 1 (xl G1 
where 
=(xEH:g(x)<p-‘}, 
g(x) := 6 ~-‘Ctif&)l~ 44w) VXEH. 
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A general result concerning polar sets (cf. [ 13, Corollary 153.21) allows us 
to write 
[i 1 ’ A dp O= (uEH:g*(u)Sq-‘)“, R 
where g* stands for the Fenchel conjugate of g. If we write 
~,,(~)=P~‘cIcll;~~,(x)l”, 
then clearly 
and therefore 
g*=[jQ &,,dp(w)]*=cl #IQ l:dp(w). 
The last equality is a well-known relationship existing between the 
continuous sum and the continuous inf-convolution (cf. [8, p. 3441). 
A straightforward calculation shows that the Fenchel conjugate of 1, is 
given by 
I?.(u) = 4-1[IJI:o(,.,(u)14 t(UEH. 
One gets in this way 
g* ==q-’ cl 
and therefore 
Since the set in the last line coincides with 
’ 
+ 
A0 dp E K(H), 
R 
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one gets finally the formula (4.1). The second formula (4.2) is obtained 
from (4.1) by exchanging the roles played by A and A’. We have indeed 
Theorem 4.1 shows in particular that the operations of direct and inverse 
addition can be defined each in terms of the other. One has indeed 
,‘Adp=[+;A’dp] 
R 
and conversely 
$ A dp=[j; A’dp]‘. 
5. DIRECT SUM IN THE BOUNDED CASE 
Consider now the particular case in which the sets {A, : w E Q} belong 
to 
K,(H) := {GE K(H) : G is bounded}. 
The fact that each A, is also bounded simplifies considerably the proof of 
some of the results presented in this section. 
In Theorem 5.1 we recall an equivalent characterization of the set 
s, A dp := {u E H : (u, x) < [ Jb !&v, C(w)] (x) Vx E HI. (5.1) 
Recall first that the Aumann integral of the multifunction A is defined as 
c Adp:={utH:u=S, Ydpfor some YES,], ’ 
I2 
where 
s, := {Ya4(SZ;H): Y(W)EA(W) VWEO} 
stands for the set of measurable selections of A. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Strassen [18, p.4243). Let A:SL+K,(H) be a 
measurable multifunction such that 
tcw, 44w) 1 (x) -= a VXEH. 
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Then the set (5.1) belongs to Kb( H) and one has 
J Ad/i=x Adp. R R 
Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.1 admits an extension to the unbounded case 
(cf., for instance, Ioffe and Levin [7]). In such a case, formula (5.2) is more 
involved and is obtained under some technical assumptions which compen- 
sate the lack of boundedness. To consider here the unbounded case would 
obscure considerably our exposition. In fact, the bounded case is enough to 
cover the applications discussed in Sections 7 and 8. 
The Aumann integral of a multifunction is a concept which has been 
studied extensively and used in the most diverse fields of mathematics. 
Therefore Strassen’s theorem gives us a good insight on the nature of 
the set (5.1). We would like to know if there is also a Strassen-like 
characterization for the more general set 
i‘,p Ad~:=jutH: (..x)<[J; ):,,,dji(w)](x) VxtH}. (5.3) 
This question leads us to introduce and study first the notion of “Aumann 
integration of order p.” Let us start by writing the formula (5.2) in a 
way which may seem artificial at first glance. Under the hypothesis of 
Theorem 5.1 one has indeed 
J 
1 
Adp=U c (aA)dp:aEBL 
62 Q 
where 
B~:={a:Q-+[W + : a is measurable and ess. sup(a(w) : w EQ} d 1) 
and (aA) : Q + K,(H) is the measurable multifunction given by 
(aA)(w) = a(w) A(w) \dWEQ. 
Clearly 
al(w)<at(w) for a.e. wE0 ==-g (aI A) dpcc (%A) dh n 
and therefore the union in (5.4) is attained with the choice 
a(w) = 1 VWEQ. 
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The generalization of (5.4) to the case p E 11, cc [ is now immediate. 
A natural candidate for the concept of Aumann integral of order p of 
the multifunction A is the set 
where q is the conjugate of p, i.e., p-l + q-l = 1, and 
+ :a 
One has then by definition 
is measurable and J CaWY dcc(w)~ 1 . R 
uEi Adpo 
there exist a E Bg’ and YE S, such that 
a u = JR a(w) Y(w) h(w). 
Now we are ready to establish the following result. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let p E ] 1, 00 [ and A : Cl + K,(H) be a measurable multi- 
function such that 
[I ’ II/A*+, 44w) 1 (x) < ~0 VXEH. R 
Then the set (5.3) belongs to K,(H) and one has 
J ’ Adp=i Ad/i. (5.6) R R 
Proof: The set (5.3) belongs to K,(H) since its support function 
is finite. A straightforward application of Holder inequality yields the 
representation formula 
[J ,’ ~CW Mw)] (xl = ;E;y il, a(w) $&(x) 44w) VXE H. (5.7) 0 
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j R NW) J/f(,)(X) 44w) = s, Il/*cx; a(w) A(w)I 44w) 
=$*[x; j-, (nA)dli]. 
Strassen’s theorem allows us to write 
and therefore the representation formula (5.7) becomes finally 
A classical calculus rule on support functions (cf. [13, Corollary 16.5.11) 
yields the equality 
s P Adp=wU c (crA)dp:csB; , R R 
where W denotes closed convex hull. It remains then to show that 
i Adp=u{; (rA)dp:atB:) 
52 
is a closed convex set (i.e., the symbol w is in this case superfluous). In 
order to prove the convexity of C”, A dp, let us take two arbitrary points 
: and : in this set and form the convex combination 
u4,:+;1*: (/2,,12E]0,1[,~,+~2=1). 
There exist then rxr, c(* E Bi and ;, $E S, such that 
;= 
i R q(w) k(w) dp(w), 
i= 1,2 
and one can write 
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Now, let us define 
a(w) :=&a,(w) +&a,(w) VWEQ 
and 
Y(w) := 
i 
[*I h(w)+[*] g(w) if a(w)>0 
I,~(w)+i*i+lJ) if a(w)=O. 
In this case one has 
a(w) Y(w)=R,a,(w) h(w)+l,a,(w) g(w) VWE52, 
with a E B,’ and YE S, (notice tha/, for all “;’ E 52, Y(w) is expressed as a 
convex combination of two points Y(w) and Y(w) in the convex set A(w)). 
From all that is mentioned above one concludes that 
l4= I a(w) Y(w) dp(w)$ A dp. R R 
The convexity of the set 2; A dp is proved in this way. Let us show finally 
that this set is also closed. But this follows from the fact that 
{En (aA) dp : a E B: ] is a family of closed sets which are included in the 
bounded set j; A d,u. 1 
Second Proof of Theorem 5.3. An alternative way to prove Theorem 5.3 
was suggested to us by one of the referees. He observed that equality (5.6) 
can be obtained by using a general formula on the subdifferential (at the 
origin) of a composite sublinear function. One can write indeed 
[I 
’ t&v, 44w) 1 (x) = dF(x)) VXE H, (5.8) R 
with F: H-P L, being a sublinear operator, and CJ: L, --f R a nondecreasing 
sublinear functional. More precisely, 
CF(x)l(w) := G&), (5.9) 
49 := {Jo CMaxP, P(w)llp &04]“p. (5.10) 
Here the space L, =‘L,(O, p) is equipped with its usual ordering cone 
L,’ := {jZlfzLp :/l(w)20 for a.e. wESZ}. 
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Notice that under the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 one has 
F(x) E Lp’ VXE H. 
In (5.10), the max operation is superfluous on L;, but it serves to define 
o over the whole space L,. 
One can compute the set 
I ’ Adp=LJ(croF)(0):=(u~H: (u,x)<(ooF)(x) VXEH) R 
by using the general formula (cf. Kutateladze [9, Theorem 3.551) 
(5.11) 
where 
stands for the duality pairing between the spaces L, and L,. In our 
particular situation one has 
&J(O) := (a EL, 
=B;, 
and 
a[(<a, F(.)>](O) := {us H: (u, x> < <a, F(x)> Vxg H} 
= s R (aA)dp. 
To complete the proof it suffices to take into account Strassen’s 
theorem. 1 
Theorem 5.3 can be extended to the case p = cg. The Aumann integral of 
order CT) of the multifunction A is given of course by 
rAdp:=U{z(aA)dp:aeB,‘j. (5.12) 
THEOREM 5.4. Let A: Sz + K,(H) be a measurable multifunction such 
that 
ess. sup{$zC,,(x) : w E 52} < crs VXEH. 
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Then the set jz A dp belongs to K,(H) and one has 
(5.13) 
Proof: The representation formula (5.7) is still valid in the case in 
which p = co and q = 1. It takes now the form 
ess. su~{~?Z~,,(x) : wE Q> = Sup 1 44 r&&) 444 VXEH. 
OLEB,+ 
The proof of this result is then similar to that of Theorem 5.3. 1 
6. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE INVERSE SUM 
Contrary to the case p = 1, the inverse addition of order p E 11, co [ is 
not a well-known operation. We estimate the set LJ$ A d,u in terms of the 
“continuous intersection of order p” of the family {A, : w E Q}. The later 
set is defined as 
$;Adp:=u 4 (aA)dp:aEB; . 
R 
One has then by definition 
UE !b ’ Ad,u* there exist c1 E B: and YE S, such that R u= LX(W) Y(w) for a.e. WED. 
The next theorem can be considered as the companion version of 
Theorem 5.3. There are, however, two differences that should be men- 
tioned. On the one hand, one does not assume now that the sets 
i-4 ,,, : w E 52) are bounded and, on the other hand, we are able to give only 
a lower estimate of the set r& A dp. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let p E ] 1, co [ and A : 0 + K(H) be a measurable multi- 
function. Then one can write 
Ife Adpcz+‘Adp. 
R n 
(6.2) 
Proof Let x E H be arbitrary and YE L, such that EY= x. A straight- 
forward application of the Holder inequality shows that 
IQ a(w) @kv,( Y(w)) 44w) G { 6 CC&w, Y(w))lp 44w)) I” VaEB4+ 
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and therefore 
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Proposition 3.3 and the above equality yield then 
$Q WV~=~Q (aAl@c+I A& Vae By’. 
The desired inclusion (6.2) is obtained in this way. 1 
The case p = co can be treated in a similar manner. If one defines 
f~ (aA)dp:aEB: , 
R 
then one can establish the following result: 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A: Q --)r K(H) be a measurable multijimction. Then 
one has always the inclusion 
$y Ad/+; Adp. (6.3) 
R 
Proof. One has to start in this case with the inequality 
s a(w) JIXtw,( Y(w)) &L(w) 6-s. sup{ l(/&,( Y(W)) : w E 0) tlaeB: R 
and follow the same steps as in Theorem 6.1. 1 
We suspect that under very mild additional assumptions the inclusions 
(6.2) and (6.3) are, as a matter of fact, a couple of equalities. Notice, for 
instance, that the sets If\; A dp and jig A dp are convex and contain the 
origin 0 E H. Their convexity can be demonstrated in a similar way as in 
Theorem 5.3. 
7. DIRECT AND INVERSE ADDITION OF ELLIPSOIDS AND NETWORK SYNTHESIS 
Let P(H) be the class of linear operators R : H + H which are symmetric 
and positive semidefinite. Suppose that {R,,, : w E Q} is a measurable family 
of resistors in the sense that 
R, E P(H) QWEQ 
409/169/l-4 
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and 
w E 52 H (x, R,x) is measurable VXEH. 
A resistor R, can be represented of course in terms of the positive 
semidefinite quadratic form 
XE He q[x; R,] := (x, R,x). 
If the function 
is finite, then it is a positive semidefinite quadratic form. In such a case, one 
defines the series sum of (R w : w E 52 > as the unique operator jn R, dp(w) 
in P(H) such that 
q xi j. Rw 44~) = JI, dx; Rv144w) 1 VXE H. 
The definition of the parallel sum is much more involved. Instead of the 
usual sum, one considers now the continuous inf-convolution 
XEHH Inf s d Y(w); RJ 44~) YE& R 
EY=x 
(7.1) 
of the family {q[.; R,] : w E&Z). As Mazure [ 11, p. 661 pointed out, this 
new function is a positive semidefmite quadratic form under the additional 
assumptions 
and 
for each x E X, there exists YE L 1 verifying EY = x and 
such that jn q[ Y(w); R,] dp(w) c co (7.2) 
s qCu; R: 14.4~) < 03 VUEH. (7.3) 
Here R+ E P(H) denotes the pseudo-inverse operator of REP(H) (cf. [lo, 
p. 2021). She defined then the parallel sum of {R, : w E 0) as the unique 
operator C#J~ R, dp(w) in P(H) such that 
q[x; +QR,dlr(w)]= ,I;: jqCY(~);R,144w) VXEH. 
EY=: 
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Let us study now the operations of series and parallel addition under a 
more geometrical point of view. A resistor R,E P(H) can be represented 
also in terms of an ellipsoid centered at the origin 0~ H, namely 
e(R,):={ucH: (~,x)<[C(x,R,x)]“~ VXEH}. 
Its support function 
is finite and one has clearly 
e(R,) E &(ff). 
Since {R ,,, : w E Q } is a measurable family of resistors, the multifunction 
w H e(R,) is measurable and therefore the sets j; e( R,) &(w) and 
$I; e(R,) &(w) are well defined. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let {R w : w E 52) be a measurable family of resistors such 
that 
I <x, K,J > 4-4~) < CQ VXEH. R 
Then, the ellipsoid associated with the series sum of {R, : w E 52 > is equal to 
the direct sum of order 2 of {e(R,) : w E On>, i.e., 
Proof. It suffkes to show that the sets in (7.4) have the same support 
function. One has indeed 
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THEOREM 7.2. Suppose that the measurable family of resistors 
{R w : w E Sz} ver$es the hypotheses (7.2) and (7.3). Then, the ellipsoid 
associated with the parallel sum of (R, : w E 511 is equal to the inverse sum 
of order 2 of { e(R,) : w E IR ), i.e., 
(7.5) 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, it suffices to show that the sets 
in (7.5) have the same support function. Now, one has 
But the hypothesis (7.2) shows that the convex function 
XEHH [ $ J/&u d/44] (x) = { y’,“f, 
EY=x 
J qC Y(w); R,] 4W}1’2 
is finite and therefore the closure operation in (7.6) is superfluous. One gets 
in this way 
8. THE SECOND-ORDER SUBDIFFERENTIAL OF THE CONTINUOUS SUM 
The second-order subdifferential of a convex functions is a notion intro- 
duced by Hiriart-Urruty [3] and further developed by the author [l4]. 
We recall in a few lines this notion and their main properties and point out 
the references [3,6, 14, 151 for a more complete discussion. 
Let f: H + WV{ 00 ) be a proper convex function and X a point in its 
effective domain 
domf:=(xeH:f(x)<co). 
Recall that the subdifferential off at X is the closed convex set defined as 
af(a):={uEH:f(f)+(u,x-~)~f(X)VXEX). 
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One says that f is twice directionally differentiable at X if the limits 
f’(Z; h) := lim 
j-(x+ th)-f(i) 
VhEH 
g-+0+ t 
and 
f,,(x. h) .= lim 2 “f-(2+ th)--f(3 
7 * - f’(x; h) 
I 
VheH 
r-o+ t t 
exist in R. Let us choose now a subgradient U in Z++(X) and define 
2 f”(X, U; h) := lim - j-(.2 + th) -f(x) 
r-o+ t t - (ii, h) 
VhE H. (8.1) 
If f is twice directionally differentiable at X, then the above limit exists and 
one has 
f”(& u; h) = f”(‘; h, if h E N[ii; df(X)] 
co if h # N[ii, df(X)], 
where 
N[zi;df(x)]={h~H: (ii,h)=f’($h)}. 
At once from (8.1) one sees that the function f”(Z, 5; .) enjoys the following 
properties: 
it is convex and positively homogeneous of degree 2, 
it is nonnegative, 
it vanishes at the origin OE H. 
(8.2 1 
Hence cl[f”(?, ii; .)]‘I* is the support function of a unique set in K(H), 
namely 
@j-(X, ii) := (z E H : (z, h) < [f”(i, ii; h)]“’ Vh E H}. 
This set is called the second-order subdifferential of f at .iY relative to ii. 
An intrinsic concept associated only with the point X is the second-order 
subdifferential off at X, which is merely defined as [3, p. 1681 
a*.@) := f-) (8’f(% U) : UC Q-(X)}. 
Calculus rules for estimating second-order subdifferentials of convex 
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functions which have been built up from simpler ones can be found in 
[4, 5, 14, 163. Let us consider here the case of the continuous sum 
x E HI--+ S(x) := c, fJx) d/i(w) 
of a given family (fw : WEO). For the sake of simplicity we assume the 
following hypothesis: 
w E Sz + f,(x) is measurable Vx E H, 
f,:H-,R is convex Vw ESZ, (8.3) 
Lfw(x) 44 1 f t f w is mi e or all x in some neighbourhood of X. 
In this case S: H + RU{ co > is a convex function finite and continuous at 
2. According to Valadier [19, Theorem 41, its directional derivative at 2 is 
a fmite function given by 
s’(X; h) = Jla f;(x; h) d/l(w) VhEH. (8.4) 
The subdifferential of S at X admits the characterization [19, Theorem 51 
as(s) = 1 df,(X) d/i(w). 
R 
In other words, UE X?(Z) if and only if 
UC U dp for some U E M(O; H) such that U(w) E &(.?) VW E Sz. (8.5) 
Let us estimate now the function S”(X, ii; -) and the second-order sub- 
differential a*S(Z, U). We prove first the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8.1. Suppose that {fW : WEQ} verifies (8.3) and the following 
two conditions : 
fW is twice directionally dlyferentiable at 2 VWESZ, (8.6) 
Vh EH, there exist 6 > 0 and a p-integrable function I: a -B R + such that 
2 f,G + th) -fwW 1 
(8.7) 
-fw(%; h) <I(w) VW E Q, vt E 10, SC. 
t t 
Then, the function S is twice directionally differentiable at X and one has 
S”(X; h) = c, f ;(X; h) dp(w) VhEH. 03.8) 
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Proof: Let h E H be arbitrary. Using (8.4) one gets in a straightforward 
manner the equality 
2 qx+ rh)-S(X) 
2 [ t 
- S’(Z; h) 1 = J [ 2 fJ-f+th)-fd-3 n t t -fxf; h) cIcL(w). 1 
The hypotheses (8.6) and (8.7) allow us to use the Dominated Convergence 
Theorem. Accordingly, the function w E Sz I-+ fz(Z; h) is p-integrable and 
one has 
S”(.?; h) = ,ljIol f J [ 
2 SW@ + th) - fw(X) 
n t t 
-fx% h) 44w) 1 
= s p f’;(.f; h) d/i(w) < 00.1 
Now we are ready to establish the following result. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let (fW : w E 52) be us in Lemma 8.1 and U us in (8.5). 
Then one can write 
and 
s”(X, 1.7; h) = s R f’;(x, U(w); h) dp(w) 
VhEH (8.9) 
d’S(z, ii) t j2 a’f,(x, U(w)) dp(w). 
51 
(8.10) 
Moreover, if the functions (f i(X, U(w); .) : w c Sz) are kc., then the above 
inclusion becomes 
d*S(z, 6) = j; a*f,(x, U(w)) dp(w). (8.11) 
ProoJ: Notice first that the function 
WESZH~;(X, U(w); h)= f%h) if (V(w), h) =fjZ’; h) 
co if (U(w), h) #f:(5; h) 
is measurable. One has also 
s”(x, u; h) = 
S”(3; h) if h E N[ti; AS(Z)] 
co if h 4 N[ti, &S(x)], 
52 
where 
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N[tl;dS(x)] := {heH: (ii, h)=S’(Z, h)} 
h) 44~) = j-o f$G; h) C(w)> 
h) =f:(i!; h) for a.e. w E Q}. 
So, if h E N[ti; C%(Z)], then (8.9) reduces to the well-established equality 
(8.8), and if h # iV[z7; D(R)], then both terms of (8.9) are equal to co. Let 
us prove now the inclusion (8.10). The multifunction 
WEL?HA(W) :=d*f,(Z, U(W))EK(H) 
is scalarly measurable and one has 
Together with (8.9) one gets 
s * I&$,, l&(w) < [s”(T, I; g”’ R 
and therefore 
I 
2 
A dp c iFS(X, 22). 
R 
VWEQ. 
If the functions {fi,(Z, V(w); .) : w E Sz) are I.s.c., then one has 
cII/A*(M~,(-u* =fW, Ww); -1 VWEQ 
and one gets of course the equality (8.11). 1 
Let us estimate now the second-order subdifferential 
d2S(if) := (-) { eqz, U) : u E as(x) >. 
Under the hypotheses of Lemma 8.1, the function S is continuous and 
twice directionally differentiable at I In such a case, the set J*S(2) belongs 
to K,(H) and admits the characterization 
iY2S(f) := {z E H : (z, h) < [s”(X; h)]“’ Vh E H). 
The support function of a*S(Z) is then the convex 1.s.c. hull of [S”(X; .)]‘12. 
Similarly, the sets 
a*fwW E J&(H) VWEs2 
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are given simply by 
a2j-&q = {ZE H : (z, h) < [f;(x; h)y VhEH} VWEQ. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let (f, : w E 52) be as in Lemma 8.1. Then one can write 
a%(x) 3 j; iYJ’f&) d/i(w). (8.12) 
Moreover, if the functions (f L(51; .) : w E 52) are convex, then the above 
inclusion becomes 
lJ2S(1) = s,: a2jJq &L(w). (8.13) 
Proof: From Lemma 8.1 and the inequality 
ICI* [ .; a2fw(q] < [f;(x; .)-J 1’2 VWEQ 
one gets 
I 
112 
(ti* Ck ~2fw~G)l J2 44~) 
112 
= [S”(X; h)]1’2 VhEH. 
Hence, one can write 
1(1* [“:j-1 ~2fw(4 4. ~) I < [S”(X; h)] l’* VhEH 
and get the inclusion (8.12). If the functions (j-:,(x; .) : w E Q} are convex, 
then one has 
+*[I .; @j-,.(x)] = [j-:,(x; gp2 VWEQ 
and the inclusion (8.12) becomes an equality. 1 
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